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This paper explores the potential for spin-triplet superconductivity in molecular beam epitaxy-
grown IV-VI semiconductor superlattices. The findings present compelling evidence for spin-triplet
pairing in PbTe/SnTe by the method of soft point-contact spectroscopy and spin-polarised point-
contact spectroscopy. The experimental data are understood with the Anderson-Brinkman-Morel
model of p-wave electron pairing. It is pointed out that emergent superconductivity can have its
origin in topological flat bands obtained due to internal stresses of the sample similar to twisted
layer graphene.

The search for spin-triplet superconductors is propelled
by their potential applications in spintronics and quantum
computation [1–8]. It is predicted that these supercon-
ductors (SCs) host Majorana fermions at their boundaries.
Recent breakthroughs in twisted bi-layer graphene exper-
iments have unveiled signatures of spin-triplet supercon-
ductivity at specific ”magic angles” [9, 10], due to strain-
induced electron flatbands. The exploration of a flatband
regime presents exciting possibilities for engineering high-
Tc superconductors [11–13]. Additionally, intriguing re-
sults have surfaced in heavy fermion compounds [14, 15]
and unconventional materials like K2Cr3As3 [16], challeng-
ing the conventional understanding of superconductivity.
Sr2RuO4, once believed to be the sole confirmed case of
a triplet superconductor, has faced recent reinterpretation
[17, 18]. Proximity-induced spin-triplet superconductivity,
involving injecting spin-singlet Cooper pairs into a medium
with ferromagnetism or spin-orbit coupling, has also been
explored [19–21].

Our study focuses on a different superconducting system:
IV-VI semiconductor superlattices. In the early studies of
those systems, the crucial role of the periodic dislocation
grid was identified [22–28]. However, to our knowledge, the
type of the superconducting pairing symmetry has not been
established up to now. The revival of this topic came with
the theoretical paper by Tang and Fu [29]. They linked
the local band inversion to the strain in the periodic dis-
location grid, which results in the topological crystalline
insulator phase [30]. The periodically varying strain gives
rise to flatbands which promote the superconducting state,
predicted to show non-Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS)
behaviour. A similar flatband system was present in super-
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fluid 3He, where p-wave symmetry of the Cooper pairs has
been identified [31–33].

Here we exploit point-contact spectroscopy of
PbTe/SnTe superlatices to determine the pairing sym-
metry of the strain-induced superconductivity. Our
investigations were motivated by encouraging results of
spin polarized point-contact spectroscopy (spin-polarized
PCS), which pointed to spin-triplet symmetry. Systematic
studies of differential conductance spectra were performed
on a series of samples as a function of temperature and
magnetic field. All the spectra revealed zero bias con-
ductance peak (ZBCP), expected for the unconventional
superconductivity. The results are consistent with the
Anderson-Brinkman-Morel (ABM) anisotropic p-wave
superconductor model [34–38]. This model comes from the
most understood case of spin-triplet pairing - superfluid
3He [39, 40]. Basic parameters of the superconducting
state were extracted from resistance dependence on
temperature and magnetic field, R(T,H), pointing to its
two-dimensional character, as predicted by Tang and Fu
[23–25, 29].

Our PbTe/SnTe semiconductor heterostructures are
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a 4µm thick
CdTe buffer layer on semi-insulating GaAs and KCl sub-
strates oriented in [100] direction. A two-dimensional mode
of growth has been confirmed by streaky reflection high en-
ergy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns. Lattice mis-
match between 2 consecutive semiconductors leads to the
formation of a periodic dislocation grid at the interface.
It is visualised in Figure 1a) using the Bright Field trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) imaging condition ob-
tained near [110] axis. Moreover, we underline that the Z-
contrast STEM shows the layers to be almost fully relaxed
far from the interfaces and that no extended defects in the
form of threading dislocations or stacking faults crossing
the whole heterostructure are present. Heterostructures
with up to 7 semiconductor layers were studied. Collec-
tion of the extended RHEED, X-ray diffraction, and TEM
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FIG. 1. a) TEM image of the cross-section of PbTe/SnTe super-
lattice. The alternating streaks along layer’s interfaces mark pe-
riodic dislocation grid. b) Normalised dI/dV spectra measured
with both nickel (PNi ≈ 44%) paste and silver (PAg ≈ 0%)
paste contacts at T = 1.8 K. Spin polarised current preserves
Andreev ZBCP, which is a fingerprint of spin-triplet SC. Insert:
Scheme of experimental setup used for investigation of soft PCS.

characterisation is presented in the Supplemental Material
[41] Figs. S1-S2.

Point-contact spectroscopy is an experimental technique
involving the Andreev reflection (or tunnelling) of an elec-
tron on the interface between a superconductor and a nor-
mal metal. This is a process in which a single electron
with momentum k is injected into a superconductor and
binds with a free electron forming a Cooper pair. Since the
momentum, spin, and number of particles are conserved a
single hole is reflected with momentum equal to −k and an
adequate spin [42]. This process can be studied by measur-
ing differential conductance as a function of the voltage bias
V corresponding to incident electron energy (eV), schemat-
ically shown in the insert to Fig.1b). This technique allows
us to study the SC order parameter ∆ and to distinguish
between different orbital symmetries (s-wave, p-wave, d-

wave)[43].
In this work soft PCS is employed, which means that in-

stead of using a hard metallic tip contact (hard PCS), a
metallic (usually silver) paste is used [42, 43]. This tech-
nique allows for an accessible approach to PCS, with the
only drawback that the contact cannot be controlled in situ
(see also Supplemental Material [41] Fig. S3 for more de-
tails). The results of PCS revealed that the spectra consist
of a single zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP) together
with symmetric dips on the sides. Remarkably, such a
result is independent of spin polarisation P , as shown in
Fig.1b). This property of the PCS is a fingerprint of a
spin-triplet SC (another example is Fig. S4 in Supplemen-
tal Material[41]). As quoted above, for the Andreev re-
flection to occur, there needs to be a hole available in the
emitter with adequate spin in relation to the incident elec-
tron: opposite (singlet pairing) or identical (triplet pair-
ing). If a current is injected to the SC via spin polarised
contact, such as a ferromagnetic metal, the above condition
will only be fulfilled for a spin-triplet superconductor [34].
In our case, the spectra are qualitatively identical, differing
only in amplitudes. The latter can be ascribed to various
grain sizes of the silver and nickel paste, distinct broaden-
ing parameters, and variations in the Fermi energy between
silver and nickel. Moreover, as shown in Supplemental Ma-
terial Fig. S5, we exclude the possibility that ZBCP is
due to either the thermal regime of the point-contact or
the Josephson junction coupling between superconducting
domains [42, 45].

The above result is clear, qualitative proof of unconven-
tional superconductivity in PbTe/SnTe superlattices. To
gain more insight, the differential conductance spectra are
analyzed with the model calculated for normal metal/ABM
p-wave superconductor junction with a 4-component wave
function [34, 46, 47]. Such a system can be characterised
by the following parameters: ∆ - order parameter, Z -
transparency of a δ-like barrier between the SC and nor-
mal metal, Γ - inelastic scattering factor, and ϕ - the angle
describing the relative position of the nodal points of the
ABM model and the interface.

Experimental results of point-contact spectroscopy as a
function of temperature for 2 different samples are pre-
sented in Fig. 2a) and b). The data are fitted with the
theoretical model mentioned above. The fit parameters are
listed in the Supplemental Materials [41] in Fig. S6. The
model reproduces the data very well. The most external
dips, marked on Fig. 2b) and attributed to the critical cur-
rent [44], were not taken into account due to limitations of
the model. The spectra are smoother and have more eas-
ily distinguished features than the ones presented in Fig.
1. We attribute this fact to the presence of a varying size
of the superconducting island-like regions identified in Ref.
[26].

Values of ∆ obtained from the ABM fit in Fig. 2a) and
b) are presented in panels c) and d), respectively. Solid
lines are obtained from a simplified BCS formula [48]:

∆(T ) = ∆T=0

(
1 −

(
T

Tc

)3.2
)0.5

, (1)

where ∆T=0 is the SC order parameter ∆ at absolute zero.
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FIG. 2. a,b) Normalised PCS results obtained for 2 samples fitted with the ABM model. Dips at E > 3 meV in b) are due
to critical current beyond the employed model [44]. c,d) Superconducting order parameter ∆ for both samples, obtained with the
formula in Eq. 1. The evaluated critical temperature coincides with the emergence of the spectra. The value of the coupling
constant C = ∆T=0

kbTc
≫ 1.76, points to unconventional SC.

Both samples exhibit a much larger C = ∆T=0

kbTc
than the

one predicted by BCS theory C = 1.76. In all our samples
studied parameter C varies from 4.5 to 12. It is usually
attributed to the unconventional nature of the supercon-
ductivity [49].

To further understand the results, transport experiments
as a function of temperature and magnetic field were car-
ried out. Fig.3a) shows the evaluated critical magnetic field
µ0Hc2, in both configurations: in-plane µ0Hc|| and out-of-
plane µ0Hc⊥. The measurements were done in a set of mag-
netic fields while sweeping the temperature in the range 1.5
- 9 K. The critical temperature is attributed to the point
where the sample resistance reaches half of the normal state
value. The raw data used for determining critical magnetic
field are presented in Supplemental Material Fig. S7. The
in-plane critical magnetic field exhibits nearly linear be-
haviour. The out-of-plane critical field, however, follows
a power dependence of Hc⊥ ∼ (Tc − T )c, with c ≈ 1.44,
as shown in Fig.3b). This exponent is reproduced for all
sample regions. Having both critical fields determined, we
calculate the Cooper pair coherence length ξ⊥(||) within the
anisotropic Landau-Ginzburg equations [50, 51]:

µ0Hc⊥ =
Φ0

2πξ2||
; µ0Hc∥ =

Φ0

2πξ||ξ⊥
(2)

The calculated values of coherence lengths do not dif-
fer much from dataset to dataset (regions 1-4), and the
qualitative temperature trend is conserved. The results are
presented in Fig.3c). One can see that ξ⊥ never exceeds
the thickness of the PbTe or SnTe layer (100 nm), which
suggests Cooper pairs are localized at the single interface.
On the other hand ξ|| is not bound by such a limitation

FIG. 3. a) dependence of critical magnetic fields in-plane
µ0Hc2|| and out-of-plane µ0Hc2⊥ on temperature. b) µ0Hc2⊥
plotted against (Tc − T )1.44 for 4 distinct sample regions, re-
vealing linear dependencies. c) perpendicular ξ⊥ and parallel ξ||
coherence lengths as a function of temperature obtained from
a). d) the thickness of the superconducting layer d determined
from the critical magnetic fields. Data presented in panels a),
c), and d) are taken from region 2 showcased in b).

and can reach hundreds of nanometers near the critical
temperature. At low temperatures, the coherence length
approaches a value of a few tens of nm, equal to around
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FIG. 4. EDX map of sample cross-sections near the layer
interface showing element distribution of tellurium, tin, and lead
in figures a)-c), respectively. No precipitates were detected near
the interfaces, as shown in d) on an RGB colour map of EDX
signal. Panel e) shows averaged atomic compositions along the
growth direction.

10 − 20 nm in the case of ξ⊥ and 30 − 40 nm in the case
of ξ||. Other quantities describing the SC state were evalu-
ated: the effective thickness of the superconducting phase d
and a dimensionless factor describing the effective strength
of the two-dimensionality of the superconducting layer r
[24, 50, 51]:

d2 =
6Φ0Hc⊥
πµ0H2

c∥
; r =

4

π

(
2ξ⊥
λ

)2

(3)

where λ is the distance between SC interfaces (λ ≃ 100
nm). The calculated d as a function of temperature is pre-
sented in Fig.3d). This parameter increases with decreasing
temperature. This finding ties nicely with the predictions
of Tang and Fu [29]: as stress from interface dislocation
relaxes with distance from the interface, the Tc can be spa-
tially dependent along the growth direction. This fact ef-
fectively translates to an increase of superconducting phase

FIG. 5. a) Temperature dependence of magnetization measured
in 10 Oe for 3 subsequent cooling processes, showing the Meiss-
ner effect fading out. b) Schematically shown degradation of the
dislocation grid on the interface, leading to a loss of periodicity
and thus breaking down the flatbands.

volume with decreasing temperature and could possibly ex-
plain unusual Hc⊥ behaviour. The interpretation of the r
parameter introduced above is as follows: when r ≪ 1,
the SC phase is 2D; when r ≫ 1, the SC phase is 3D.
The evaluated r is consistently smaller than 0.25, explicitly
confirming the 2D nature of SC condensate [51].

Close inspection of the interface region with EDX (En-
ergy Dispersive X-rays) spectroscopy presented in Fig. 4
unambiguously shows a clear cut-off between PbTe and
SnTe layers without any trace of precipitates. This obser-
vation excludes the possibility that the 2D SC condensate
is due to the presence of interfacial SC elements. If any pre-
cipitates are observed, they are isolated inside the bulk of
the layers, as further discussed in supplementary material
in Fig. S8. We have also performed magnetization studies
using SQUID magnetometry to check how multiple cool-
ing cycles (300 K - 1.8 K) affect the superconductivity. As
depicted in Fig. 5a), the Meissner effect is clearly shown.
The onset of the diamagnetic signal shifts to lower tempera-
tures, indicating the change in Tc. This change is related to
degradation of the periodic dislocation grid in subsequent
cooling processes [24], schematically shown in Fig. 5b. If,
hypothetically, the superconductivity of the samples origi-
nated from grainy precipitates of superconducting elements
(Pb or Sn) [52, 53], it should not be sensitive to the thermal
cycling of the sample.

This paper presents evidence for spin-triplet pairing
in MBE-grown PbTe/SnTe semiconductor superlattices.
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Point-contact spectroscopy is used to probe the Andreev
reflection with both spin-polarised and -unpolarised elec-
trodes, indicating the p-wave symmetry of the pairing po-
tential. Our findings are in agreement with the Anderson-
Brinkman-Morel model of spin-triplet superconductivity.
Temperature evolution of the in-plane and out-of-plane
critical magnetic fields Hc2 enabled us to estimate the thick-
ness of the superconducting phase d ≃ 20nm, which is in
agreement with the two-dimensional superconductivity in-
duced at the lattice-mismatched interfaces, postulated by
Tang and Fu [29]. Our paper offers a new way of designing

a novel flatband systems with material and strain engineer-
ing.
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A. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

Figure S 1: The sample growth was confirmed to be epitaxial, as can be deduced from RHEED streaky pattern presented
in panels a) and b). Typically, PbTe layers were grown in slight tellurium deficiency. The growth was performed from
elemental Pb and Te and compound SnTe effusion cell sources. The XRD data in panels c) and d) show the high quality
of the samples on both CdTe/GaAs and KCl, respectively.
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Figure S 2: Thin (transparent for electrons) cross-section was cut from GaAs/CdTe/(PbTe/SnTe) heterostructure with
focused ion beam (FIB) and was investigated using a Titan image corrected FEI Titan Cubed 80–300 transmission electron
microscope operating at 300 kV. a) STEM Z-contrast image of GaAs/CdTe/(PbTe/SnTe) heterostructure taken in [110]
zone axis. In this image, PbTe layer is brighter than SnTe due to its higher averaged Z atomic number. The interfaces, at
this scale, seem to be flat, but with a distinct roughness at the level of ≃5 nm. We do not observe any extended defects
in the form of threading dislocations or stacking faults crossing the whole heterostructure. The layers are almost fully
relaxed, and the relaxation occurs by the formation of the regular network of misfit dislocations at each interface. b) TEM
Bright Field image of misfit dislocations grid at PbTe/SnTe interfaces, c) zoomed part of the yellow frame in panel b)
showing diffraction contrast details at the interfaces.
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B. METHODS OF SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS

Figure S 3: Two alternative methods for sample preparation techniques used when small contact size is needed. a) Thin
Al2O3 layer acts as a separator between the contact and the sample. Electron transport is still possible despite the barrier
since the coverage is not complete [1]. b) The sample is tailored to form acute triangular edges to reduce the contact area
with the adjacent metallic paste.

C. EXTENDED DATA OF PCS CHARACTERIZATION

Figure S 4: Result of spin-polarized PCS experiment on contacts obtained with the method presented in Fig.S3 a). The
characteristic features of the spectra are preserved, consistent with the results presented in Fig. 1b)
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Figure S 5: A choice of different spectra obtained on 3 different samples. Panel a): the least well-resolved SC spectra,
showing a thin zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP) of width of a few microvolts, which is a trivial feature resulting from
random interference noise from Josephson junction arrays [2]. Moreover, on the slopes of the peak there is a series of
symmetric conductance drops. Most likely, they are caused by critical current breaking down the SC phase. These 2
effects can occur when the sample contact covers multiple superconducting islands in close proximity and the contact
conductance is large (above 100 mS). In general, to resolve spectroscopic details of the gap one needs to apply substantial
currents, which might exceed the breakdown current. Both of these issues are addressed by decreasing the contact size,
as explained in Fig. S3. Panel b): Another PCS spectrum with different features: strong ZBCP mentioned in [2] and a
series of critical current dips of the dI/dV. Obtaining any meaningful spectroscopic information is impossible in that case.
Contact conductance is of about one order of magnitude smaller in comparison to the data presented in panel a). Panel
c): The result obtained on a sample exhibiting the spectra as in panel a) but using a contact separated from the sample
with thin Al2O3, as in Fig.3a). The result is fitted with the Anderson-Brinkman-Morel model.
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D. FITTING ABM MODEL TO PCS DATA

Figure S 6: Fit parameters used to achieve the result presented in Fig 2 a-b) (panel a), Fig. 2 c-d) (panel b), and Fig. S
5c) (panel c)). In all contacts there is a significant change of Γ and Z parameters as a function of temperature, which are
the sign of changing contact parameters as a function of temperature. Panel a): The value of fitted θ was kept fixed and
has not changed for all fits θ = 0.637[rad] ≈ 0.2 π[rad]. Panel b): none of the fit parameters is fixed. Panel c): Whole
dataset of recovered fit parameters extending the ones presented in Fig. S 5c).

E. RESISTANCE DEPENDENCE ON TEMPERATURE AND MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure S 7: a) Resistance versus temperature plot taken from 290 down to 1.5 K. The inset presents a clear 3 orders of
magnitude resistance drop at the superconducting transition. b-c) The raw data used to extract critical magnetic field
presented in Fig.3a) - for the out-of-plane magnetic field µ0H⊥ (panel b)) and for the in-plane magnetic field µ0H∥ (panel
c)) configurations. We found that the coherence lengths ξ, dimensionality parameter r, and estimated thickness of the SC
layer d obtained using the anisotropic Landau Ginsburg equations do not differ quantitatively from sample to sample and
do not depend on whether the SC transition is single or double step.
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F. MICROSCOPIC STUDIES ON ELEMENTAL CONTENT OF SUPERLATTICES

Figure S 8: The EDX imaging performed on sample cross-section for the sample discussed in Fig. 3. Panels a)-c) show
elemental distributions of tellurium, tin, and lead, respectively. For this sample, apart from the periodic dislocation grid
observed in the TEM images, inclusions / precipitates of Sn were observed, as in panel d) using EDX. However, the
concentration of these defects is reasonably small, i.e. the distance between the nearest precipitates is larger than the
measured coherence length, and therefore could not have led to a global zero resistance state. Also, despite the imbalance
of lead and tellurium fluxes, no lead precipitates have ever been found.
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G. RECORD Tc AND Hc2 FOR PBTE/SNTE SUPERLATTICE

Figure S 9: Collection of PCS data resolved in an external magnetic field. ZBCP dominates the spectra but are wider
than in the sets in Fig. 5 (of the range of meV), together with side features, excluding the parasitic effects mentioned
above. These results are measured on a nearly fully superconducting sample, so the dips that are disappearing between 0
and 2 Tesla, might be due to the presence of a critical current of the sample (the critical magnetic field in 4-wire resistance
measurement did not exceed 500 mT). However, the ZBCP survives in a larger magnetic field, and its features are still
well visible at 12 T. If at least a small volume of the sample is still superconducting, it would mean that these results
break the Pauli limit, as for this sample, Tc = 4.75K and Pauli limit states that µ0Hc = 1.85Tc [TK ] = 9.25 T [3].

Figure S 10: a) Resistance dependence on temperature for 2 sample regions (R1 and R2, corresponding to 2 voltages V1
and V2 marked on the sample scheme in the inset). Data are normalised to R(T = 9 K) to highlight the most important
points. An abrupt superconducting transition is observed, but not complete for R2. b-c) Resistance measurement with
out-of-plane and in-plane magnetic fields, respectively, at T = 1.4 K normalised to the sample resistance at T = 9 K
at zero magnetic field. The evaluated critical magnetic field are µ0Hc⊥ ≈ 1.1T µ0Hc|| ≈ 3.0 T , much higher than the
known values for superconductors based on IV-VI group materials [4]. For region R1 additional transition is observed at
µ0H < 100 mT. Using those values of the estimated critical magnetic fields, the superconductor thickness was calculated
to equal roughly d ≈ 22 nm and r ≈ 0.02 (assuming λ = 100 nm). These values stay in good correspondence with the
values obtained for the datasets presented in Fig. 3. While it is impossible to use those parameters to confirm that
the origin of superconductivity in both cases is the same, a striking similarity can be declared. The measured critical
magnetic field does not break the Pauli limit in the weak-coupling superconductor [3] µ0Hc[T] = 1.85 Tc[K], where T
and K, denote Tesla and Kelvin respectively. This result prompts to ask about to which extent can the critical magnetic
field be increased. It is important to stress that the Hc are much larger than the ones observed for the tin precipitates
(TcMAX ≈ 4 K, µ0HcMAX = 0.2 T [5, 6]).
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